
Wisconsin Army National Guard Recruiting 

U.S. Coast Guard Recruiting

Amber Alert Awareness 

Internet Crimes Awareness 

Boater, Hunter & Snowmobile Safety 

Clean Air Programs 

Endangered Resources 

Prescription Drug Disposal

Recycling 

Methamphetamine Awareness 

Construction Zone Safety Promotions 

Responsible Driving

Historic Sites & Arts Promotion 

It’s A Great Deal . . .
and a Great Deal More
The Public Education Program

for Government Agencies and Non-Profit Organizations

Keeping your education & awareness campaign on target

Is the WBA’s Public Education Program right for you?
Government agencies and non-profit organizations using NCSA/PEP are diverse in scope. What do 
they have in common? All needed to reach a broad cross-section of Wisconsinites in the most efficient 
and cost-effective way... and they did.

The WBA initiated NCSA/PEP in 1988. Since then, and the NCSA/PEP program has been used to 
promote numerous important services including:
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Do you have a public eDucation message 
for the state of Wisconsin?

The content of NCSA/PEP campaign spots should be of benefit to the people of Wisconsin. Spots cannot include political messages, 
defamatory or disparaging materials. The WBA Board of Directors reserves the right to approve all NCSA/PEP campaigns and topics 
on a case-by-case basis.

Do you have a mission to educate or create awareness?  We can help!
For more information on how YOU can find success through an NCSA/PEP campaign, 
please contact Michelle Vetterkind, WBA President & CEO at 800-236-1922 or by email at 
mvetterkind@wi-broadcasters.org



Unlike PSAs (Public Service Announcements), NCSA/PEP spots are:

• Made available exclusively through distribution and coordination efforts of the WBA.

• Broadcast in a variety of markets - large and small - throughout the state, giving your message 
wide exposure.

• Direct WBA involvement in distribution, instructions, follow-up, and reporting.

• Aired repeatedly throughout the course of your campaign.

• Aired in desirable time slots.

• Tracked by participating stations, and compiled by the WBA; NCSA/PEP sponsors receive a 
report summarizing coverage and the value of the airtime received.

Our sponsors typically receive a minimum of 
4-to-1 representing the value of the aired spot for 

EACH dollar compared to the dollar investment.

• NCSA/PEP is available to governmental 
agencies and non-profit organizations.

• WBA has NCSA/PEP participation by at 
least 70% of its commercial members, both 
radio and TV (usually at least 170 radio 
stations and 22 TV stations).

• Announcements have to be public service 
in nature for a subject which has not been 
the subject of paid advertising in the past 
year. :30 for TV; :30 or :60 for radio, with 
:30 preferred.

• Announcements must have a tag line which 
uses the words “sponsored by...” or “paid 
for by...” to meet legal ID requirements.

• Production is the responsibility of the 
agency or non-profit organization. TV spots 
must be closed-captioned.

• WBA will provide for distribution and 
traffic instructions to participating stations.

• As an example, stations are typically asked 
to play 15 announcements minimum per 
4-week period. (Most stations over-play so 
that the return on investment is generally at 
least $4 to $1.)

• Stations are asked to air announcements on 
the basis of the following day parts:

 Radio:
 1/3 in drive times (6 AM-10 AM 
  and/or 3 PM-7 PM)
 1/3 in daytime (10 AM-3 PM)
 1/3 all other times (7 PM-6 AM)
TV:
 1/3 in prime and prime access time 
  (3 PM-11 PM)
 1/3 in day time (7 AM-3 PM)
 1/3 all other times (11 PM-7 AM)

• Stations file affidavits of performance at 
the end of a schedule. WBA prepares a 
report for the NCSA/PEP sponsor from 
these affidavits. Affidavits are available for 
review in the WBA office for four years.

As an NCSA/PEP sponsor you pay a flat fee based on the duration of your campaign commitment. 

Revenue from NCSA/PEP program is used to support WBA member services including professional, 

legal and regulatory educational programs, the scholarship program of the WBA’s Foundation and 

other very worthwhile WBA programs. In recognition, the WBA and its member stations have pro-

duced excellent returns of investment for our NCSA/PEP sponsors.

   About WBA

The Wisconsin  Broadcasters Association is the not-for-profit trade association 
representing more than 98% of Wisconsin’s radio stations and television stations. 

The mission of the WBA is to protect, promote and enhance the broadcast industry in Wisconsin.

How NCSA/PEP Works:
Stretch your public education dollars

As a non-profit organization or government agency, you have a message you want to get out to the 
public - to educate, inform, warn or create awareness. Whether to promote the overall services of your 
organization or a particular activity in a new campaign, radio and TV exposure are within your reach.

The Wisconsin Broadcasters Association’s (WBA) NCSA (Non-Commercial Sustaining 
Announcement)/PEP (Public Education Program) offers all the advantages of broadcast advertising 
- frequency, repetition and timeliness. You gain immediate access to all media markets across the 
state and airtime exposure at a fraction of the cost of commercial ad time.

By utilizing NCSA/PEP, your organization can have a more comprehensive public education 
program.

During the course of your NCSA/PEP campaign, WBA members allocate time in their broadcast 
schedules to give your message the widest possible distribution throughout the state. Announcements 
have to be public service in nature for a subject which has not been the subject of paid advertising in 
the past year.

Cost? NCSA/PEP works with a variety of budgets.


